


Effective lighting

from Light increases

worker productivity,

enhances and brightens

the work environment,

reduces fatigue and

promotes a safe and

healthy workplace.

At Light Corporation, we have been enlightening the world’s workspace

since 1986. While our business started with designing and manufacturing

fluorescent task lights and ambient light fixtures for the office furniture

industry, we actually do much more than that. When we say we enlighten

the workspace, we mean we help to create an environment where workers

feel comfortable and motivated—an environment that’s warm and

inviting—a place where work gets done safely and efficiently.

We think of ourselves as a progressive, customer-focused company. What does

that mean? It means we provide cost-effective lighting solutions that improve

productivity and energy efficiency. In short, we don’t just turn on your lights;

we turn on your whole operation. 

We design lighting products for today and tomorrow. The things we do

particularly well are product design, assembly and delivery. Our 100,000 sq. ft.

facility employs 125 people, is registered to ISO 9001:2000, ISO 14001,

and is a Michigan Clean Corporate Citizen. We are extremely proud of our

environmental record.

Semaphore 86
IFT8 6 lamp industrial fixture

26.4" W x 48.2" L x 3.3" H
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Many of today’s factories and warehouses suffer from “cave-like” conditions

created by HID, HPS and Mercury Vapor lighting systems. By applying our

knowledge and skills to the warehouse, gymnasium and factory floor, we’ll

not only brighten the work environment, we’ll brighten your bottom line as

well. Effective lighting from Light increases worker productivity, enhances

and brightens the work environment, reduces fatigue and promotes a

safe and healthy workplace—not just in the front office, but every place

people work.

If 80% of what we do is based on the visual sense, shouldn’t we do everything

we can to better the lighting within these areas so that we can maximize our

ability to see? 

Semaphore 88
IFT8 8 lamp industrial fixture

34.6" W x 48.2" L x 3.3" H



Light’s industrial

fixtures are an

ideal solution

for high mounting

applications

and an excellent

alternative

to costly

HID fixtures. 

Fluorescent light stays brighter longer. Over their 24,000-hour lifetime,

fluorescent lamps maintain 94% of their luminosity as compared to 65% for

HID. Fluorescent lights are less costly to operate, averaging 55% savings per

fixture over HID. 

Fluorescent light has a high color-rendering index—up to 85 compared

to 65-70 for standard HID. This can be especially important in warehousing,

where accurate reading of color codes and color-coded tags is essential

for error-free operation. 

Glare control. Fluorescent light provides clean, even lighting with

fewer shadows and no ‘spot-lighting.’  

Instant on. Fluorescent light comes on instantly, unlike HID, which

can take 15 minutes to reach full brightness. 

Dimmable and occupancy sensor capabilities. Fluorescent lights further

reduce your energy costs by allowing lights to turn off in low-activity areas. 

Potential energy company rebates. Some energy companies offer rebates to

companies who significantly reduce their energy demand. 

Semaphore 54
IFT5 4 lamp industrial fixture

18.2" W x 46.3" L x 3.3" H
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The Semaphore industrial fixtures are an ideal solution for high mounting

applications and an excellent alternative to costly HID fixtures. Each fixture

features fluorescent lamps and electronic ballasts, coupled with 96%

reflectivity specular reflectors to create a high performance lighting

system. The Semaphore is designed to maximize lamp efficiency and

optimize light output and is constructed with a lightweight corrosion

resistant aluminum alloy.

Mounting options include a hook and chain application or

Light’s own Slip-Fit cable mounting system.  A lens assembly

or cage option is also available, ensuring the protection of the

fixture’s lamps.

Check out our website at www.lightcorp.com for the cost savings calculator

and see the savings for yourself.

Semaphore 56
IFT5 6 lamp industrial fixture

26.4" W x 46.3" L x 3.3" H



Our mission is to strive for excellence throughout our organization,

creating wealth and well being for our associates, customers, and the

community. 

We will create an atmosphere of cooperation with our customers and

suppliers to create on-time and defect-free products and services at

competitive prices. 

We are committed to conducting all aspects of our business in an

environmentally friendly manner.

All Light Corporation associates shall fully comprehend customer

needs and expectations. These requirements will be continuously

evaluated and upgraded. We will not rest until our customers are

not only satisfied, but pleased.

ISO 9001:2000 Registered

ISO 14001 Registered

Michigan Clean Corporate Citizen

U. S. Green Building Council member

UL approved
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